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European political leaders, such as Martin Schulz in November 2017, frequently 
invoke the need for a Constitution of Europe. In the same month as Schulz’s 
proposal, the European Commission initiated the so-called Article 7 procedure 
against Poland because of the latter’s infringement of fundamental European val-
ues. It seems clear that even more than a decade after the failed attempt to adopt 
a European political constitution, constitutionalism is still a highly visible and 
contested dimension in the European, transnational arena.2 It is hence no surprise 
that the constitutionalization of European and transnational law is a well-devel-
oped field of scholarly research and debate, not least in an extensive, even if now 
somewhat diminished, debate on constitutional pluralism. Within these debates, 
there is, however, relatively little attention paid to the role of civil society and 
social movements in engaging with transnational constitutional developments. 

My claim in this chapter is that a more systematic attention to European civil 
society is, however, necessary for at least four reasons. First, it seems difficult to 
deny that representative democracies are suffering from the problem of democratic 
fatigue or »post-democracy«.3 In this context, the increased prominence of »dis-
tant,« transnational (political, economic, judicial) agents and transnational law 
appears in part to be contributing to the democratic crisis and to the relative de-
cline of national constitutional democracy. Of key concern in this process of trans-
national constitutionalization are issues of democratic representation, legitimacy, 
and civic input or democratic voice. As observed by Hauke Brunkhorst, on the 
European level an evolutionary and normative constitutionalism has developed, 
in terms of a hierarchical legal order and the development of the rule of law, but 
a revolutionary form of constitutionalism is still absent. The latter presupposes 
a »strong public« and the constitutional coupling of moral debates with political 

1 The author acknowledges a standard research grant from the Czech Science Foundation 
(GACR) (18-25924S) for the project »Transnational Populism and European Democracy« (TRAPpED) 
(2018–2020). 

2 A further example is the proposal for a fundamental law for the European Union by the so-
called Spinelli group, in 2013, see: The Spinelli Group: A Fundamental Law.

3 Cf. Crouch: Post Democracy.
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decision-making.4 In short, it is difficult to see how a largely technocratic, legalis-
tic transnational constitutional order can unambiguously claim to be democratic 
without forms of democratic input by civil society. 

Second, in a similar way, while constitutionalism beyond the state has increas-
ingly become an important object of analysis, scholarly focus is mostly on for-
mal-legal aspects of governance, regulation, and output-oriented legitimacy, while 
the dimensions of democratic input, civic participation, and self-government are at 
most weakly developed. In other words, much scholarly attention is paid to law as a 
form of order and regulation, including on the European and transnational levels, 
while the constituent and political, jurisgenerative dimensions of law – and the 
relation between transnational law and society / societies – remain under explored 
and poorly understood or are seen as irrelevant. 

Third, as a consequence, the debate on transnational constitutionalization and 
constitutional pluralism, as pertinently observed by Marco Goldoni,5 is overly 
focused on (the interaction between) judicial institutions, leaving nonjudicial ac-
tors and forms of »constitutional resistance« outside of the picture. That this is 
problematic follows from the observation that the promotion and safeguarding of 
»common goods« in Europe is not only achieved through courts and the protection 
of individual rights but also involves public discussion and disagreement over the 
content of those very same common goods.6 While extensive attention is paid to 
intra-legal dimensions of transnational constitutional developments, there is no 
attention paid to the political, contested nature of transnational constitutionalism,7 
nor to a plurality of constitutional discourses that imagine a European constitu-
tional order in different ways.8 

Fourth, according to many observers, the constitutionalization of the transna-
tional sphere points to novel developments beyond the nation-state and involves 
the highly contested idea that constitutionalism can exist without the state. There-
fore, many argue that the ideas of transnational constitutionalism and constitu-
tional pluralism require original scholarly analysis and new heuristic concepts. 
This, however, also goes for (the imagination of) meaningful democratic inter-
action on the transnational level.9 In this regard, any call for the democratization 
of the transnational sphere by political leaders or social movements needs to be 

4 Cf. Brunkhorst: A Polity without a State?
5 Cf. Goldoni: Constitutional Pluralism.
6 Cf. Goldoni: Constitutional Pluralism, p.  401.
7 Cf. Nash: Politicising Human Rights.
8 In debates on constitutional pluralism, an important question is the degree to which the trans-

national order can be defined and understood as having a constitutional quality, while normative/
moral questions regarding the essential contestability of such an order and the related actual prac-
tices of contestation are taken into account much less.

9 Cf. Möller: Postdemokratie als Verfassungsproblem.
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assessed in terms of its ability to capture the complexity and novelty of the trans-
national. 

The chapter contributes to the analysis of the democratic dimension of trans-
national constitutionalism and to the (potential) role of transnational movements 
in constitutional politics / constitutionalization beyond the state. The aim is to pro-
vide a more sustained discussion and analysis of the constitutional mobilization, 
claims, and resistance effected by (networks of) social movements and civil society 
organizations in the EU, focusing, in particular, on articulated constitutional cri-
tique and the promotion of critical and alternative constitutional narratives and 
projects. This distinctive attention to »constitutional resistance« or »dissidence« 
is rather absent in existing debates. A number of scholars have observed that 
Euro pean civil society increasingly takes recourse to forms of legal mobilization 
and activism10 but focus particularly on instrumental forms of litigation as a le-
gal strategy in their research.11 In this, there has thus far been little systematic 
research on how the legal mobilization and rights claims of social movements are 
related to more general, morally informed legal rationalities, with constitutional 
implications, as advanced by collective societal actors. 

The focus in the chapter is on constitutional pluralism taking the form of a 
plurality of general and substantive constitutional claims and critiques made by 
transnational civil society actors. In this, the chapter goes beyond the strategic, 
instrumental, and governance focus of much of the literature. In the specific atten-
tion paid to civil society in some of the literature, civil society action is analyzed 
in the form of private and strategic litigation, and research particularly focuses 
on judicial institutions such as the CJEU and ECtHR as the main arenas of legal 
action.12 The argument here is that legal and constitutional mobilization can also 
take other, more collective and public forms, such as public claims-making, legis-
lative initiatives, advocacy campaigns, and lobbying. These actions are politically 
and publicly oriented, rather than being geared to individual interest or strategy, 
and – not least when taking the form of counter-hegemonic claims – involve con-
stitutional dimensions. In addition, civil society activism is mostly researched in 
the context of specific fundamental rights claims, relating, for instance, to gender 
equality or social rights, without explicit attention to the wider normative or moral 
framework in which claims are embedded or to the more comprehensive claims 
regarding an alternative European legal and constitutional order as promoted 
by European movements. The argument here is that invocations of rights and 
law are not always reducible to the formal, technical discourse prevalent in legal 
institutions. Legal claims may also play a prominent role in public and political 

10 Cf. Anagnostou: Rights and Courts.
11 Cf. Cichowski: The European Court.
12 Cf. Anagnostou: Rights and Courts, n. 3. See also Van den Eynde: An Empirical Look.
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struggles over the future of the European Union itself. This observation finds its 
origin in the understanding that in modernity, the law is not only a specialized 
language »naturally« pertaining to the legal domain but also a moral language 
that invokes equality, inclusion, constituent power, and justice.

The chapter will first discuss different relevant debates in relation to trans-
national constitutionalism and constitutional pluralism. Second, I will discuss 
the specific form of pluralism taken up in this chapter, »discursive pluralism«. 
Third, I will discuss a political sociological approach to constitutional mobiliza-
tion. Fourth, I exemplify a discursive understanding of constitutional pluralism 
by means of a concise case study of the constitutional claims and projects of trans-
national movements. 

Constitutional Pluralism

The alleged constitutional qualities of post-national arrangements have sparked 
a debate in constitutional theory and comparative constitutionalism about trans-
national constitutionalism and constitutional pluralism, attesting to a dynamic 
transnational context. In relation to this, the modern concept of constitutional-
ism – that is, the idea of a system of legal norms intimately bound up with the 
nation-state, national sovereignty, and the idea of a people – is increasingly subject 
to critical reflection, in particular, but not exclusively, in discussions addressing 
the European context. Scholars have proposed a range of theoretical models to 
describe the intensely pluralistic nature of legal and constitutional arrangements 
in transnational and international settings.13 

A substantial part of the debate on constitutional pluralism focuses on forms 
of juridical pluralism, and it is primarily concerned with the emergence of in-
creasingly evident, often competing, legal structures beyond the state. In the more 
purely legalistic versions of this analysis, constitutional pluralism is seen to be 
reflected in the fact that there are multiple sites of constitutional authority, that 
domestic constitutional orders coexist with other legal regimes, and that there is 
a lack of clear hierarchy – or at least a mutual recognition – between such sites.14 
Constitutional pluralism in this vein clearly follows insights from older anthropo-
logical and socio-legal versions of legal pluralism15 and includes a focus on juri-
dical process, rival claims of authority, and enduring conflict. 

13 Cf. Avbelj  /  Komarek: Constitutional Pluralism; de Burca  /  Weiler: The Worlds of European 
Constitutionalism; Tuori: Many Constitutions.

14 Cf. Bengoetxea: Rethinking EU Law; Walker: Constitutional Pluralism Revisited.
15 Cf. Thornhill: Legal Pluralism; Michaels: Global Legal Pluralism.
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Apart from the juridical debate, focusing on jurisdiction, authority, and inter-
action between legal actors, a second important line of debate is expressed in the-
ories of sociological pluralism. Research in this field of analysis is also inspired by 
classical legal pluralism of sociological and anthropological origin.16 In some of its 
versions, it strongly contests the value of theories that focus exclusively on public 
law as a constitutional domain. Accordingly, it focuses on the question of material 
constitutions17 and on private, non-state, and nonofficial forms of legal pluralism.18 
This approach is marked by a strong suspicion of formal constitutional law, empha-
sizing the fact that the hold of political-constitutional orders on society in toto is 
always inherently incomplete.19 What is of particular significance in this analysis 
is the claim that the notion of constitutionality needs to be extended to nonpublic 
actors and arrangements, reflecting the wider view that in the global arena the 
»center of lawmaking has moved away from the state and into the periphery of 
transnational actors,«20 and that the »relative status and centrality of nation states 
within the broader framework of world society is changing«.21

Within sociological research on constitutional pluralism, we also find an em-
phasis on socio-functional pluralism, as developed in the work of Kaarlo Tuori22 
and Sabine Frerichs.23 Amongst the scholarly inspirations for this approach are 
the models of systems theory developed by Parsons and Luhmann, and in particu-
lar the Luhmannian idea that the legal system is structurally coupled with other 
differentiated subsystems of society. In the original Luhmannian view of consti-
tutions, the constitution is explained, quite distinctively, as a structural coupling 
between the legal system and the political system. Unlike Luhmann, both Tuori 
and Frerichs generalize this concept to include the economic system and the so-
cial system, so that the legal system forms multiple couplings in society, creating 
multiple constitutions.24 From this perspective, the political constitution (between 
law and politics) becomes merely one subspecies of constitution amongst others. In 
fact, Tuori argues that we can classify five different constitutions: the economic, 
juridical, political, social, and security constitutions.25 These ideal types corre-
spond to material constitutions, which are of particular heuristic relevance for the 
understanding of law’s embeddedness on the trans- and supranational levels, as 

16 Cf. Michaels: Global Legal Pluralism, p.  245.
17 Cf. Frerichs: Constitutional Ideal Types, p.  72; Tuori: The Many Constitutions, p.  7.
18 Cf. Teubner: Constitutional Fragments; Teubner: Societal Constitutionalism.
19 See also Kjaer: Constitutionalism in the Global Realm, p.  1.
20 Michaels: Global Legal Pluralism, p.  247.
21 Kjaer: Constitutionalism in the Global Realm, p.  2.
22 Cf. Tuori: The Many Constitutions, pp.  8–10; Tuori: European Constitutionalism, pp.  21  f.
23 Cf. Frerichs: Constitutional Ideal Types, p.  72 ff.; Frerichs: The Rule of the Market.
24 Cf. Tuori: The Many Constitutions, pp.  8 f.
25 Cf. ibid., p.  9.
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sites of constitutional »law-in-the-making«.26 Brunkhorst, following Tuori,27 has 
recently applied the different constitutions (economic, rule-of-law, and political 
constitutions) to different stages in European integration.28

Constitutional orders can also be understood in a pluralistic sense if they are ob-
served from a descriptive, historical-sociological perspective: that is, constitutional 
orders have developed differently over time in different societal environments.29 
Sociological approaches to constitutions tend to emphasize the different ways in 
which societies have taken recourse to constitutions and constitutional norms on 
the basis of internal, historical processes, against universalistic claims of global 
convergence, which emphasize »external acts of reason«.30 In Vorländer’s work, 
pluralism is approached through an interpretative and historical-institutional 
perspective, in an attempt to »capture the ideal types of the historical varieties 
of European constitutionalism«.31 Vorländer’s sociological approach is particu-
larly evident in his emphasis on the cultural and historical contexts of emerging 
constitutions, informing a plurality of constitutional cultures. In similar fashion, 
Blokker has examined constitutional pluralism through a comparative empirical 
approach, which explores constitutional orders in terms of their reflection of a 
plurality of constitutional narratives, including liberal, communitarian, and civic 
republican ones.32 Notable in conjunction with these approaches is the theory of 
»comprehensive pluralism« developed by Rosenfeld.33 

The juridical, sociological, socio-functional, and historical-sociological forms 
of pluralism all emphasize distinctive dimensions of a plurality of constitutions. 
There is one dimension – to different extents implicitly recognized in most of 
the forms of pluralism – which deserves more explicit attention, and that is the 
cultural or discursive pluralism of constitutions, or, in other words, the different 
conceptions, discourses, vocabularies, and narratives regarding constitutional or-
ders. While the historical-sociological approach emphasizes long-term continuity 
in the relation between societal units and distinctive constitutional narratives, 
the cultural-discursive approaches emphasize the plurality (and conflictuality) 
within the constitutional narratives of societal units or distinctive constitutional 
contexts. A cultural-discursive dimension is briefly mentioned, for instance, by 
Tuori, who claims that constitutions and constitutional concepts are »assigned di-

26 Ibid., p.  5.
27 Cf. Tuori: European Constitutionalism.
28 Cf. Brunkhorst: Constituent Power.
29 Cf. Frankenberg: Comparing Constitutions, pp.  443, 451 ff.
30 Cf. Thornhill: A Sociology of Constitutions; Scheppele: Counter-constitutions.
31 Vorländer: Constitutions as Symbolic Orders, pp.  209–10; see also Vorländer: Europas multiple 

Konstitutionalismen.
32 Cf. Blokker: Democratic Ethics; Blokker: Multiple Democracies in Europe.
33 Rosenfeld: The Identity of the Constitutional Subject, p.  149.
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vergent meanings and read through divergent conceptions«.34 Tuori further makes 
the significant point that any observer engages in a double hermeneutics of an 
object-language and a meta-language: i. e., the actual constitutional orientations 
in constitutional interaction and practice, and the reflexive, scholarly language 
which conceptualizes such interaction and practice.35 An approach that emphasizes 
conflict over constitutional interpretation is what Thornhill has labeled a »con-
flict-theoretical approach to the analysis of constitutions«, which understands con-
stitutions »primarily as objects of eminently political contestation«. This means 
that »multiple actors are engaged in the production of constitutional norms, such 
that the constitution necessarily possesses a reality that extends beyond the formal 
text and beyond the domain of judicial action and interpretation«.36

Below, such a discursive approach to constitutionalism pluralism will be dis-
cussed in greater depth, emphasizing the idea of normative languages playing an 
important role in constitutional practice and claims-making.

Constitutional Pluralism as Discursive Pluralism

A frequently made, and highly significant starting point, is the observation that 
modern constitutionalism is grounded in two meta-languages,37 imaginaries,38 
or mindsets.39 The first meta-language emphasizes order, stability, and the sta-
tus quo, whereas the second emphasizes emancipation and change. The first can 
be understood as a negative (against despotism, disorder), functional-legalistic 
(hierarchy, rights) language, whereas the second can be understood as a positive, 
enabling (expansion of self-government, inclusion) language. But, as also argued 
by Brunkhorst40 and foregrounded, albeit in different ways, in the accounts of 
Walzer,41 Leader,42 and Frerichs,43 legal languages cannot be reduced to two, di-
alectically related, imaginaries. A more expansive pluralism can be observed in 
actual legal practice and interaction, one which cannot be reduced to either order 

34 Tuori: The Many Constitutions, p.  3; see also Tuori: European Constitutionalism.
35 Cf. Tuori: The Many Constitutions, p.  4.
36 Thornhill: The Sociology of Constitutions, p.  500.
37 Cf. Loughlin  /  Walker: The Paradox of Constitutionalism.
38 Cf. Blokker: The Imaginary Constitution.
39 Cf. Koskenniemi: Constitutionalism as Mindset.
40 Cf. Brunkhorst: Critical Theory of Legal Revolutions.
41 Cf. Walzer: Spheres of Justice.
42 Cf. Leader: Three Faces of Justice.
43 Cf. Frerichs: Constitutional Ideal Types.
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or emancipation.44 Moreover, a complex combination of different principles can 
be observed in such actual constitutional discourses and practices.

A variety of principles of justification are invoked when different actors engage 
with the law, when they endorse and attempt to justify a legal path of action. Stud-
ies that analyze the engagement of civil society and social movements with the 
law often focus on an instrumental rationality,45 on the basis of a consideration of 
the most effective means to an end. An instrumental approach seems to be par-
ticularly upfront in the case of litigation. In litigation, the focus is on achieving 
an objective by means of the law (e. g., the protection of a posted worker’s rights 
in the EU). The rather exclusive focus on instrumental rationality – prominent in 
studies on litigation and collective action – is, however, only one part of a larger 
story of societal engagement with rights and public law. In this, a plurality of 
value rationalities and moral considerations, which come into play when social 
movements engage with the law, needs to be recognized. As Kate Nash argues, 
rights and constitutional claims involve the reconstruction of what specific law 
and rights mean or what can be considered constitutional and in what way. Such 
legal and constitutional claims are of a dualistic nature, in that they pertain to 
both the legal and the political sphere. Constitutional claims can be related to 
the actual institutional constellation of the European Union, reproducing such a 
constellation, or, by means of radical claims, invoke alternative visions of such a 
constellation.46

A pursuit of a legal strategy by distinctive societal actors is not merely about a 
choice between the effectiveness of either a political or a legal instrument. Rather, 
it also entails a specific value choice that needs to be explained in its own right.47 
More importantly, pursuing a legal form of action is not just about a choice be-
tween politics or the law but rather means invoking specific legal rationalities, 
grounded in distinctive higher principles. Law is part of different societal subsys-
tems and engages in such variegated goals as advancing open, neoliberal capitalist 
practices, the defense of distinctive group identities, the protection of livelihood, 
or access to primary public goods. Different, particularistic rationalities all seek 

44 Cf. Nash: The Cultural Politics of Human Rights; Leader: Three Faces of Justice.
45 Cf. Kostiner: Evaluating Legality.
46 Cf. Nash: Politicising Human Rights. Two ways of conceptualizing this are the distinction be-

tween la and le politique (Lefort: Democracy and Political Theory) or between reformist and radical 
reform (Boltanski  /  Chiapello: The New Spirit of Capitalism).

47 Cf. Israël: Rights on the Left? In reality, the distinction between instrumental, individually 
oriented legal action and value-oriented legal action inspired by the common good is not clear-cut. As 
Alemanno claims in his recent work on the subject, citizen lobbying is typically about bringing about 
»systemic change«, Alemanno: Lobbying for Change, p.  86. Here, Alemanno stresses the dimensions 
of citizen lobbying that relate to participation, accountability, cognition, and responsiveness. But his 
admittedly wide-ranging focus is less on an additional, political-constitutional form of civil societal 
engagement with the law, which connects the debate on lobbying and litigation with the literature 
on social movements, and which I will label »constitutional mobilization« below.
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institutionalization and all claim universal acceptance.48 In this, the legal engage-
ment of societal actors is not merely about a strategic choice or opportunity but 
entails an investment in a specific (set of) normative concepts about the common 
good. The acknowledgement of the constitutional dimension to rights litigation 
by some49 seems at least implicitly to recognize the value-rational, rather than 
merely instrumental-rational dimension. In Alemanno’s recent account of citizen 
lobbying, and in his idea of lobbying as an alternative democratic channel or as a 
form of »political voice«, the value-rational seems equally crucial, even if largely 
implicit (»Lobbying Is Good for Society«).50

A plurality of legal and constitutional rationalities is an important dimension 
of transnational constitutionalism for a number of reasons. To start with, the 
status, form, and substance of constitutional matter on the transnational level 
is highly contested, and hence the »constitutional question« of the transnational 
order needs to be understood as one that is essentially disputed51 and is perceived 
differently by different actors.52 From this perspective, defining something as a 
»constitutional matter« (or not) is already making a specific, value-laden claim.53 
This in itself means that actors tend to approach the transnational order with more 
or less formed, taken-for-granted ideas of what constitutionalism is.54 

A plurality of such ideas on constitutionalism is available and frequently in-
voked (e. g., related to distinctive national traditions), but the specific social sub-
system that a constitutional claim refers to or the specific matter that is deemed 
to be constitutional is equally important. As argued most extensively by Tuori, the 
constitutional order of the EU is more developed in some dimensions than others 
(the economic constitution is developed in key respects on the EU level, the polit-
ical one much less so). Some parts of the European construct are more taken for 
granted in constitutional terms than others. In a Luhmannian sense, we need to 
understand (constitutional) law as socially important by coupling the law with 
specific functional subsystems (the economy, politics, justice, culture). Different 
subsystems prioritize distinctive higher principles as their guiding concepts (e. g., 
the market, self-government, rule of law, identity / commonality). But legal (dis-
cursive) practice also shows that such higher principles can be invoked in different 
contexts and in critical ways across contexts, and in this, social and legal inter-
action (in particular, on the transnational level) involves discursive contests over 
competing higher, moral principles. Discursive constellations, which combine 

48 Cf. Teubner: Altera Pars Audiatur, p.  150; Walzer: Spheres of Justice.
49 E. g. Cichowski: The European Court.
50 Alemanno: Lobbying for Change, pp.  76, 80 ff.
51 Lawrence: Contesting Constitutionalism.
52 Cf. Wiener: The Invisible Constitution.
53 Lawrence: Contesting Constitutionalism, p.  65.
54 Cf. Wiener: The Invisible Constitution.
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such principles but also prioritize some over others, indicate more or less cohe-
sive, competing meta-languages of the law. In table 1 below, I attempt to identify, 
without aiming to be exhaustive, five core justificatory principles for engaging 
with, and invoking, the law. 

Table 1 – Constitutional justificatory principles

Higher 
 principles

Stability, 
rule of law

Market Self-rule Identity Social   
justice, 
equality

Rationality Instrumental Instrumental Value Value Value

Main system Law Economy Politics Culture Society

Form of 
knowledge

Legal, 
 expert

Monetary General 
will, public 
opinion

Conven-
tional, tra-
ditional

Functional

Source: Own investigations.

The discursive struggle between different principles (legal, political, cultural, so-
cial) and the different constitutional narratives underlying them is predicated on 
the potential incompatibility of the final principles of each narrative (e. g., an em-
phasis on the legal-procedural may be perceived as constraining the principle of 
self-government), but, more importantly, there may always be the tendency for one 
narrative to imperialize the entire system. In contemporary times, the main im-
perializing force is frequently identified in the form of »new constitutionalism« or 
an economic theory of the law. In the European context, for instance, Brunkhorst 
refers to the »constitutional hegemony of ordo- and neoliberalism«.55 The empha-
sis on struggle, imperialism, hegemony, and counter-hegemony is particularly rel-
evant for the analysis of legal action by social movements, which often engage in a 
critique of the existing order and hence tend to question its imperialistic nature.56

The current situation in Europe, even after the profound impact of the finan-
cial and economic crisis, continues to manifest as a neoliberal hegemony with an 
emphasis on austerity policies and top-down, nonparticipatory, and nontranspar-
ent decision making,57 and grounded in a legitimizing technocratic narrative as 
well as a concrete economic constitution, which prioritizes the market as the main 
normative and coordinating principle of the European project of integration. Di-

55 Brunkhorst: Democracy under Siege, p.  44. See also Gill  /  Cutler: New Constitutionalism.
56 Cf. See Anderson: Constitutionalism as Critical Project.
57 Cf. Brunkhorst: Democracy under Siege.
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verse counter-hegemonic forces mobilize against the dominant narrative of the 
market, invoking alternative principles of general worth or the public good, such 
as that of the environment, of social justice, or of inclusive political participation, 
contributing to a re-politicization of processes of technocratic legalization and 
constitutionalization.58 The counter-hegemonic forces invoke the emancipatory 
dimensions of the law, in the name of the interest of all, against the ruling elites’ 
insistence on the orderly, regulatory, and stabilizing dimensions of the law, in the 
name of the market.59 

Political Sociology and Constitutional Mobilization 

A discursive approach to competing constitutional narratives is related here to an 
empirical, conflict-oriented political sociology of constitutional mobilization. This 
approach builds on and tries to combine various disciplinary foci and emphasizes 
the distinctive role that forms of framing, meaning-giving, and narratives play in 
legal and constitutional mobilization. The political-sociological approach draws, 
in particular, on sociological constitutionalism,60 as well as on popular and dem-
ocratic constitutionalism61 and socio-legal studies.62

Sociological constitutionalism is a relatively new field of research, which con-
siders an emerging and innovative set of sociological approaches to constitution-
alism.63 Within the plurality of approaches available,64 many adopting some form 
of Luhmannian lens, a distinctive political-sociological approach can be identified. 
A political sociology of constitutions stresses the conflictive dimensions to consti-
tutionalism. Political sociology is interested in how a variety of social agents en-
gages with constitutions, and explores, in particular, the relation between social 
movements and constitutionalism (beyond the »usual suspects« of judicial and 
political actors) as well as the interaction between social movements, courts, in-

58 Cf. Holmes: The Politics of Law.
59 An interesting example, more extensively discussed below, is the recent lawsuit started by 

Yanis Varoufakis, the leader of the DiEM25 movement and Greece’s former minister of finance, to-
gether with a German parliamentarian, against the European Central Bank, demanding access, in 
the name of the public interest, to a document underpinning the ECB’s decision to freeze vital fund-
ing to Greek banks in 2015, see https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-ecb-greece-banks/ecb-sued-over-
decision-to-freeze-help-to-greek-banks-during-crisis-idUKKBN1EC2DA.

60 Cf. Thornhill: A Sociology of Constitutions; Blokker  /  Thornhill: Sociological Constitutional-
ism; Teubner: Constitutional Fragments; Kjaer: Constitutionalism in the Global Realm.

61 Cf. Tushnet: Taking the Constitution away from the Courts; Balkin: Constitutional Redemp-
tion.

62 Cf. Kostiner: Evaluating Legality; Leader: Three Faces of Justice.
63 Cf. Thornhill: The Sociology of Constitutions.
64 Cf. Blokker  /  Thornhill: Sociological Constitutionalism.
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stitutions, and political elites / parties.65 Constitutional theory and comparative 
constitutional law has generally not addressed the social dimensions of constitu-
tions, while socio-legal analysis has been largely indifferent to constitutional law.66 

Political sociology further builds on debates on popular constitutionalism, 
which are so far exclusively North American but also have significance for the Eu-
ropean experience. The approach pioneers the application of the insights of popular 
constitutionalism in the European context, as no studies of this kind exist to date.67 
Popular constitutionalism focuses on the role of popular mobilization and the ac-
tions of social movements in constitutional change and approaches the relation 
between courts and social movements in a comprehensive fashion. A key general 
issue is to generate knowledge on how, in what forms, and under what conditions 
social movements contribute to social, political, and legal / constitutional change.68

The political-sociological approach holds that it matters how societal actors 
perceive the European order and to what extent they perceive alternatives to the 
existing order. Current approaches to the legally driven social change initiated 
by social movements focus almost exclusively on instrumental / strategic forms 
of action, particularly in terms of litigation, lobbying, and judicial interaction.69 
The litigation literature generally fails to link such forms of legal action to wider 
understandings and interpretations of the European project and its purpose. It 
also ignores other ways in which social movements and collective actors invoke 
rights and constitutional principles, in ways that do not seek the realization of an 
immediate, clear-cut objective but rather engage with longer-term perspectives 
on European integration.

As mentioned above, it is primarily on the transnational level that constitu-
tional dimensions are contested all the way through. As Lawrence has argued 
with regard to the WTO (although, with some modifications, this argument can 
be easily used in the European context too), constitutionalism in the post-national 
arena is a »discursive contest«, a debate between different actors on what is consti-
tutional in the European context, how the constitutional system works, or how it 
ought to operate.70 This means that constitutionalism remains an essentially dis-
puted matter on the transnational level, and that there is a wider range of potential 
understandings than on the domestic level, where a distinctive set of discourses 

65 Cf. Blokker: A Political-Sociological Analysis; Blokker: Politics and the Political in Sociologi-
cal Constitutionalism; Klug: Constituting Democracy; El-Ghobashy: Constitutionalist Contention.

66 Cf. Thornhill  /  Christodoulidis: New Bearings in the Sociology of Law.
67 The only clearly relevant book, Rachel Cichowski: The European Court and Civil Society, does 

not refer at all to this debate.
68 Cf. NeJaime: Constitutional Change, Courts, and Social Movements; Post  /  Siegel: Democratic 

Constitutionalism; Guinier: Beyond Legislatures.
69 Cf. Conant  /  Hofmann  /  Soennecken  /  Vanhala: Mobilizing European Law. For an exception, 

now see Alemanno: Lobbying for Change.
70 Cf. Lawrence: Contesting Constitutionalism.
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on modern constitutionalism might be said to have become »taken for granted« 
(although this seems to be less and less the case, not least due to the increasing 
prominence – or visibility – of transnational norms). Lawrence usefully distin-
guishes between »contests over constitutional status«, »contests over constitutional 
form«, and »contests over constitutional substance«.71 One could reformulate this 
as disputes over constitutionality, constitutional design, and constitutional values. 

Lawrence’s account of constitutionalism as a discursive contest is highly perti-
nent to the approach set out here, a political-sociological approach to transnational 
constitutional disputes in Europe. In this regard, it is important to undertake dif-
ferent forms of engagement with the existing European institutional order, ex-
ploring the forms of framing, collective identities, and legal and constitutional un-
derstandings that inform specific forms of legal mobilization, including litigation, 
as well as other ways of invoking legal and constitutional norms and principles. In 
this, it is important to include into the analysis wider (constitutional) questions of 
perceptions of the European order and justifications of that order. 

The political-sociological approach suggests that the constitutionality of the 
European order is understood differently and may be related to different forms of 
legal and constitutional engagement and mobilization. One dimension of this is 
that a range of constitutional principles can be evoked at any time as evaluative 
standards for the existing European legal and constitutional order. This order is 
continuously being put to the test, also in terms of being evaluated both from an 
internal, juridical point of view and from extra-juridical, political, normative, and 
societal points of view. Here, political theory can be related to sociology by us-
ing the existing plurality of theoretical understandings of constitutionalism (e. g., 
liberal, republican, communitarian, social-democratic visions) as a guide to legal 
and constitutional practice. As observed above, two meta-principles – order and 
emancipation – are at the basis of legal and constitutional orientations and can be 
seen to offer guidance. But from a historical perspective, these visions do not ex-
haust historical experience.72 My suggestion is that the justifications for a specific 
constitutional order, including the European one, as well as the forms of critique 
of such orders, need to build on more systematic narratives of what constitutions 
are and do (and of what kind of order the EU is and ought to be).

Constitutional orders grounded in a predominantly technocratic, legal-consti-
tutional identity (including the EU) are open to being tested – they are amena-
ble, that is, to forms of critique, from the point of view, inter alia, of political, 
radical-democratic, communitarian, or social-democratic constitutionalism.73 We 
can relate here to the pluralistic approach to justification developed by Boltan-

71 Ibid., pp.  65 f.
72 Cf. Dowdle  /  Wilkinson: Constitutionalism beyond Liberalism.
73 Cf. Balkin: Constitutional Redemption.
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ski and Thévenot, which suggests three tests: a test of truth, a test of reality, and 
a test of existentiality. Mutatis mutandis, we could relate such tests to different 
ways in which collective actors engage with existing constitutional orders. The 
test of truth related to legal order and constitutions means the reconfirmation of 
the distinctive status of a constitution (e. g., as a higher law, as in legal constitu-
tionalism) in society. The test of truth is driven by the intention to reconfirm the 
constitutional status quo and can be related to what Koskenniemi has referred to 
as a »managerial mindset«74 The test of reality means drawing attention to the 
unfulfilled or threatened nature of the promises contained in the constitutional 
order, based, in particular, on its key orienting principles. The test of reality of a 
constitution is thus about the call for the unrealized principles enshrined in the 
constitutional text to be actualized. The test of reality, in its incrementalist orien-
tation, is also related to the managerial mindset. By way of example, the principle 
of popular sovereignty, expressed in various ways in all democratic constitutions, 
can be invoked in the denouncement of a lack of possibility for civic participation 
in existing democratic decision making. Finally, a test of existentiality refers to 
alternative or extra-constitutional principles and puts to the test the basis of the 
constitutional arrangement and of the constitutional identity per se. It means the 
critique of a constitutional order based on one (set of) principle(s) by referring to 
an alternative (set of) principle(s).75 The test of existentiality is thus a radical, rev-
olutionary test, which seeks to profoundly change the status quo. In its most radi-
cal forms, the existential test seeks profound rupture with the existing order and 
hence constitutes the most radical form of constitutional critique. It is grounded 
in Koskenniemi’s Kantian mindset.

In sum, the political sociology of transnational constitutionalism proposed here 
is an attempt to fill a research gap by systematically conceptualizing and differen-
tiating the relations between constitutions / constitutionalism and the legal action 
undertaken by European society, and by analyzing the normative and substantive 
underpinnings of collective actors’ engagement with European constitutionalism. 
The approach emphasizes that legal and constitutional change in Europe would 
need to include a focus on European society, in terms both of how supranational 

74 Koskenniemi, and recently Brunkhorst, identify two general constitutional mindsets, a Kan-
tian and a managerial one. The two mindsets closely relate to two principal constitutional imagi-
naries that are generally said to orient modern constitutionalism, namely, order and emancipation, 
see Koskenniemi: Constitutionalism as Mindset. According to Brunkhorst, the Kantian mindset 
looks at the language of »radical change and constitutional revolution«, focused on »individual and 
collective emancipation«, whereas the managerial mindset invokes the language of »reform, of the 
stabilization or preservation of the existing, of evolutionary incrementalism and gradualism«, and is 
concerned with »individual empowerment«, Brunkhorst: Critical Theory of Legal Revolutions, p.  37.

75 A contemporary example is the critique of the European constitutional edifice (as a legal-con-
stitutional order) as lacking any grounding in the voice of the European people (from a radical-dem-
ocratic constitutional viewpoint).
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constitutions affect societies, societal actors, and individuals and of the ways in 
which societal actors engage with and attempt to change the law. A distinctive 
interpretative emphasis in the approach regards the constitutional claims, narra-
tives, and framing of societal actors. Legal and constitutional frames shape the 
visions of societal actors, inform the way they approach law, and form the strat-
egies they pursue.76

Trans-European Movements and Constitutional Claims

Legal and constitutional claims by transnational civic actors involve a dialogue 
between institutions and wider European society and potentially point to impor-
tant deficits in the current status quo, thereby »testing« existing arrangements, 
as observed above. The diversification of tests will be used here to identify vari-
ous claims with a legal and constitutional dimension vis-à-vis the EU. As argued 
above, Boltanski’s first two tests tend to either confirm the »rituality« and im-
aginary of the existing institutional order or point to ways of reforming institu-
tions so as to reconfirm reality. It is particularly in the last type of test – the test 
of existentiality – that critical, novel ways of seeing the world are coming to the 
fore. Radical forms of critique are related to such a »test of existentiality« – in the 
dual sense of a test (épreuve) as a form of testing and as a challenge77 – which is 
situated on the »margins of reality« and in this way offers a means to open up a 
»pathway to the world«: that is, to a non-institutionalized social reality.78 In this, a 
radical critique »endangers the comprehensiveness of established definitions and 
puts into doubt the universal character of confirmed relations«.79

By way of example, I will briefly engage here with recent claims and initia-
tives of a number of transnational movements, which have made it their mission 
to »test« the EU order and to make political claims for an alternative order, while 
frequently referring to law and constitutionalism. 

An intriguing example of both legal procedures and public claims made by 
a transnational social movement can be found in the legal action undertaken 
by Yanis Varoufakis (former Greek minister of finance and leader of the trans-
national movement DiEM25) and the German MEP Fabio de Masi. Varoufakis 
and de Masi are being legally assisted by Professor A. Fischer-Lescano in a legal 
case against the European Central Bank (ECB) (Case T-798/17) (2018/C 042/55). 

76 Cf. Paris: Framing Equal Opportunity.
77 Boltanski: On Critique, p.  103.
78 Ibid., p.  108.
79 Ibid., p.  108.
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The case is relevant for our discussion in that it includes a transnational social 
movement (DiEM25), a distinctive form of legal action, legal mobilization, and 
the making of public claims with regard to the nature of the European political 
and constitutional order. The case against the ECB relates to decisions it made 
to discontinue access to standard ECB liquidity for Greece in early and mid-2015. 
Questions have been raised as to whether the ECB’s decision was in line with its 
own policy approach since 2010, and there are also doubts about the timing of 
the decision, right after the election of the new, radical left-wing government of 
Greece (Syriza). Since 2016, Varoufakis and DiEM25 have been campaigning for 
transparency with regard to the ECB’s decisions, in particular in relation to ex-
ternal legal opinions that were commissioned by the ECB before it took the deci-
sions. The ECB has refused to make the legal opinions public, invoking the need 
to protect an »attorney-client privilege« (letter ECB, September 17, 2015), and has 
failed so far to give clear justifications for its actions.

The argument can be made that the matter is of clear European public inter-
est.80 More specifically, De Masi and Varoufakis v. ECB involves a dimension of 
constitutionality, in that, if EU order and EU law are considered to be constitu-
tional in nature, as most EU legal experts seem to agree, »then the publicity of 
legal opinions should also be approached from a constitutional perspective, which 
would require publicity, not confidentiality«.81 The matter can be understood from 
the political-sociological perspective as one involving a »test of reality«. Varou-
fakis invokes principles of democracy and self-rule, while strongly criticizing a 
justification based purely on the rule of law82 or, worse, arbitrary discretionary 
power. As DiEM25 has stated,

»When a decision to close down a country’s banks is made in secret and in the absence of 
clear rules, arbitrary discretionary power decides the outcome against any concept of dem-
ocratic accountability and in a manner that de-legitimises totally the EU’s decision-making 
in the eyes of Europe’s citizens.«83 

DiEM25 thus invokes a democratic »right to know«,84 as part of a self-understand-
ing of the EU as a democratic order, against practices grounded in expert-based, 
technocratic considerations. The claim is the EU’s constitutional self is grounded 
in the idea of democracy (the principle of self-rule) and not merely in legal for-
malism (the principle of stability, the rule of law). In this, arguments invoking 
non-disclosure »contradict the very constitutional vision which is said to under-

80 Cf. Menéndez: Democracy, Translucidity and Accountability.
81 Ibid., p.  5.
82 The ECB refers, for instance, to Article 4 (1) (a) ECB/2004/3, which indicates cases in which 

»disclosure would undermine the protection of … the public interest«.
83 DiEM25: #The Greek Files: p.  2.
84 Menéndez: Democracy, Translucidity and Accountability, p.  7.
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pin the practice of the European institutions«.85 DiEM25 hence started a cam-
paign to »inform the people of Europe of the manner in which arbitrary discre-
tionary power by unelected officials is undermining European democracy«.86 As 
Fischer-Lescano states, 

»The reference to ›administrative tasks‹ is so general that refusal of access to documents on 
that basis would further undermine the notably weak democratic legitimacy of the Euro-
pean Central Bank. For the weaker the democratic legitimacy of an institution, the more 
transparent its decisions must be. […] Citizens have a fundamental interest in assuring 
themselves of the lawful actions of European bodies, especially in the case of decisions that 
are made in a highly contentious environment and in the context of political battles.«87 

Similar critiques on the technocratic understanding of the EU based on the rule 
of law are raised by the transnational network European Alternatives (EurAlter). 
In this case, EurAlter does not engage in explicit legal action but rather makes 
political and legal claims in the public sphere. As two of its main activists have 
argued recently,

»The intergovernmental and technocratic system of the EU increasingly frustrates any 
meaningful space for the expression of European citizenship. For as much as the Parlia-
ment has gained powers of co-decision, decision-making has moved to informal groups like 
the Eurogroup, intergovernmental agreements outside of the Community method (such 
as the Fiscal Compact or the scandalous EU-Turkey agreement), and into secretive ›tria-
logue‹ negotiations. The structure of the Parliament itself prevents the emergence of real 
transnational parties. By consequence, European citizens are deprived of political agency 
at precisely the time when they demand it and need it the most.«88

What is interesting in these public claims is that these are not confined to political 
claims (more democratic participation) and a test of reality but are culminating 
in a discourse that invokes constituent power and puts the EU to an »existential 
test.« European Alternatives calls for a radical change in the form of a »political 
and performative act«: 

»This political and performative act would work as follows. All candidates in the official Eu-
ropean parliamentary elections, as well as all citizens and any individual who declares an 
interest in the future of Europe, would be able to stand for the constituent assembly. These 
candidates may organise themselves in transnational lists, and European parties would be 
asked to field candidates for election, so as to create an immediate link between the emerg-
ing assembly and the European Parliament. Taking part in the assembly process would rep-
resent a stupendous opportunity to show commitment to the idea of citizens-led democratic 

85 Ibid., p.  8.
86 Ibid., p.  8.
87 DiEM25: #The Greek Files, pp.  9 f.
88 Marsili  /  Milanese, Time to Elect, pp.  1 f.
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renewal. Civil society and social movements would be encouraged to propose their own lists. 
Ideas, programmes and values for a future European constitution would come forward.«89

This idea dovetails with the transnational constituent claims of DiEM2590 (its 
name stands for Democracy in Europe Movement 2025, because the movement 
is to culminate in a constituent assembly, to be held in 2025).91 Recently, in No-
vember 2017, the Italian chapter of DiEM25 called for a European referendum on 
a future constituent in relation to the European Parliamentary elections in 2024: 

»As DiEM25 Italy, we believe that creating a united, democratic, federal Europe by 2025 
is the core of the political project of our movement, as the very name Democracy in Eu-
rope Movement 2025 illustrates. Capturing the citizens’ drive, in all the countries of the 
Union, to have their say, and believing that we cannot leave referendums in the hands of 
reactionary and nationalist forces, we therefore propose that DiEM25 launch a pan-Euro-
pean campaign to hold a non-binding referendum for the whole continent. The goal: to ask 
the Europeans to elect a Constituent Assembly for the EU together with the 2024 European 
elections. This Assembly would then write a democratic constitution that would replace 
all existing European Treaties.«92

The objective of a constituent, bottom-up constitution-making process will appear 
to many as unrealistic and even utopian. But what is significant is that propos-
als of this kind have drawn attention to an undeniable gap between the existing 
European legal system and European society at large. Recent developments in 
European integration attest to a highly problematic and one-sided development, 
not least in the form of what has been labeled an »executivist« turn and »author-
itarian liberalism« since the financial and economic crisis, creating a significant 
imbalance between the legal (order) and the political (self-rule) ideals of consti-
tutionalism. Equally, developments in the form of a nationalist-populist backlash 
in various EU member states, frequently taking the form of »legal resentment« 
against the EU project and transnational constitutionalism, cannot be discon-
nected from an unbalanced European constitutional order. A robust rebalancing 
of the European order – going beyond a mere technocratic, orderly, rule-of-law 
architecture – by institutionalizing a more democratic, participatory, and inclu-
sionary constitutional dimension, appears to be the only viable option.93

89 Ibid., p.  2; emphasis added.
90 It should be noted that members of DiEM25 coincide with that of the EurAlter network.
91 A further interesting example along these lines is the constituent assembly held in 2017 by the 

European Youth Convention, made up of 150 representatives of youth organizations from thirty-eight 
countries, see https://www.youthconvention.eu/.

92 DiEM25: A Proposal; emphasis added.
93 Cf. Brunkhorst: Constituent Power and Constitutionalization. As Dawson and De Witte argue, 

»[a] true political Union would involve not suppressing, but channelling and promoting meaning-
ful conflict over the EU’s substantive goals, from the very need for a Euro area to the level at which 
particular powers in Europe should be exercised. A true political Union in this sense would involve 
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Concluding Remarks

The chapter endorses a more comprehensive, sociological approach to constitu-
tional pluralism on the transnational level, including an explicit focus on trans-
national social movements and constitutional mobilization. A focus on civil society 
engagement with transnational constitutionalism adds important dimensions to 
existing debates, which tend to prioritize legal and judicial governance but gener-
ally fail to address the political-constituent and sociological dimensions of trans-
national constitutionalism. A sociological approach is of great significance for a 
number of reasons. First of all, it redefines our understanding of the nature of con-
stitutionalism, as essentially contestable and as not reducible to the singular logic 
of legal constitutionalism – i. e., in an emphasis on the rule of law, legal certainty 
and hierarchy, and technocratic governance. Constitutionalism, in particular on 
the transnational level, is a phenomenon that traverses the legal, the political, and 
the social, and manifests and articulates itself through a plurality of constitutional 
rationalities, formatting and connecting these various spheres, while also inform-
ing possible contestation, tensions, and conflicts. Second, the rather exclusive focus 
on judicial institutions in the debate on constitutional pluralism is insufficient in 
that it is generally inattentive to the societal consequences of transnational con-
stitutionalism, the societal embeddedness of constitutional orders, and the social 
reactions, criticism, and forms of constitutional mobilization that have emerged 
in recent times and articulate crucial dimensions of what can be labeled a »con-
stitutional crisis«.94 Third, the sociology of transnational constitutionalism draws 
attention to the one-sided institutional embodiment of constitutionalism in the 
EU context, which institutionalizes a managerial or technocratic mindset, itself 
an expression of both legal and economic constitutionalism. 

The concise examples of constitutional claims and mobilization of trans-Euro-
pean social movements, discussed at the end of the chapter, attest to the constitu-
tional engagement of civil society actors, in terms not only of a reproduction of the 
existing legalist-constitutional order (for instance, by means of legal action) but 
also of a comprehensive and at times radical contestation of the order itself. Such 
manifestations of constitutional resistance in European civil society are part of 
what Teubner refers to as the »double movement«95 in transnational constitution-
alism, between, to use another Polanyian term, a »disembedded« constitutional 
order and the re-embedding attempts made by mobilized civil society.

an EU constitutional framework that does not simply channel political authority, but questions and 
re-frames it«, Dawson  /  De Witte: Self-Determination in the Constitutional Future of the EU, p.  382.

94 As Kaarlo Tuori has argued, »the constitutional implications [of the Eurozone crisis] are not 
only confined to the economic dimension but reach out to the political and social constitutions as 
well. The crisis also affects democracy and transparency, as well as social values and rights«, Tuori: 
The Eurozone Crisis, p.  3. 

95 Teubner: Constitutional Fragments, p.  78.
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